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Abstract

We consider an age-structured population model achieved by modifying the classical
Sharpe-Lotka-McKendrick model, incorporating an overcrowding effect or competition
for resources term. This term depends on the whole population rather than on any specific
age group, in the case of overcrowding or limitation of resources. We investigate the solu-
tions for arbitrary initial conditions. We consider the existence of a steady age distribution
and its stability and are able to determine this for a simple illustrative case. If the non-trivial
steady age distribution is unstable, there is a critical initial population size beyond which
the population explodes. This watershed is independent of the shape of the initial age
distribution.

1. Introduction

Some of the earliest population models developed were proposed by Malthus in 1798
[6] and then by Verhulst in 1838. These models are unstructured and so ignore
the properties of individuals and in particular ageing of individuals is not taken into
account. Hence they consider only the total number of individuals in the population.
The limitation of these models is that all members of the population are assumed to be
equally likely to die or to reproduce. However, the Verhulst population model allows
for overcrowding effects and limitation of resources, and the population approaches
a non-trivial equilibrium state called the carrying capacity K as time, t, approaches
infinity. In other words, the rate of growth becomes depressed as the total population
increases, to compensate for the effect of overcrowding until it reaches the carrying
capacity which is an equilibrium state.
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It is only relatively recently that the effect of age of the individuals in a population
on the growth of that population has been considered. Among the first 'continuous'
population models incorporating age effects were those of Sharpe and Lotka [10]
and McKendrick [7]. Basically, the Sharpe-Lotka-McKendrick model assumes that
birth and mortality processes are linear functions of population density. Leslie [4]
used discrete age compartments (giving rise to Leslie matrices) and in [3] used both
discrete time and age compartments. The methods used here generalise these for
a completely non-discrete model introduced below. Gurtin and MacCamy [1] and
Hoppensteadt [2] introduced the first models of nonlinear continuous age-dependent
population dynamics. Wake et al. [11] considered age-structured disease models but
with nonlinear terms in the disease-transmission formulation. Here we consider the
effect of overall population density on the age distribution as suggested by Pollak [9].
Consequently, the equations of that model, as in the case of the Verhulstian models,
contained nonlinear terms involving the total population. By analogy with the Verhul-
stian models of age-independent population dynamics, these nonlinearities provided a
mechanism by which the population might stabilise to a non-trivial equilibrium state
as time evolves.

2. The formulation of the age-structured model

The classical model of linear age-dependent population dynamics represented by
the Sharpe-Lotka equation is formulated as follows.

Let n(a, t) be the population density (or age distribution) with respect to age a of
a population at time t. The units of n(a, t) are given in units of population divided by
units of time. Accordingly, the total number of individuals between ages a\ and a2 is
given by

/
Ja2

n(a,t)da,

where n(a, t) is taken to be a smooth function of (a, t). The total population at time
/ of all members of the population is given by

N(t) = / n(a,t)da.
Jo

The upper limit of the chronological age of the species considered is, of course, some
finite number, but it will be assumed for convenience to be infinite with n(oo, t) = 0
and with N(t) being finite. This density function satisfies the so-called balance law
(or ageing process of the population).

The equation describing the growth of the population is formulated as follows.
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The change occurring in the population of individuals of age a at a time / in a
particular time interval is proportional to the product of the size of the population and
the length of time interval dt. (Note that the small time interval of size dt may be
chosen for convenience as equal to da as used by Nisbet and Gumey [8].)

Thus we have change in n = rate of removal by death over time interval dt, or

n(a + da,t + dt) - n(a, t) = -fi(a, t)n(a, t) dt,

where fj,(a, t) is the nonnegative age-dependent death rate. By dividing this equation
by dt and finding the limit as dt -» 0 {dt = da, of course), we have

dn dn
— + — = -VL(a,t)n, t,a>0. (2.1)
dt da

This is the equation for age-dependent population growth which is a linear first-order
hyperbolic partial differential equation. It is known as the McKendrick equation
and derived in other contexts as Von Foerster's equation. Here only the death rate
(removal) is included and the birth rate is not involved in the equation because, when
individuals are bom at a = 0, they are introduced into the population through the
boundary (renewal) condition.

The number of newborn individuals introduced into the population is given by

-In(0,t) = P(a)n(a, t) da, (2.2)
Jo

where y3 gives the nonnegative age-dependent birth rate such that fi(a)da is the
average number of offspring produced per unit time by an individual of age a in time
interval (/, t + dt). The above equation is also called the renewal equation. The value
of n(0, t) at any time t depends on the age distribution of the population at that time,
as determined by the integral of the density n(a, t) weighted with the specific birth
rate £ (a).

Finally, the initial age-distribution of the population is assumed to be known

n(a, 0) = no(a). (2.3)

This is a known nonnegative function of age a. Notice that (2.2) is not required to
hold at t = 0. If (2.2) does hold at / = 0, then (2.2) and (2.3) must be compatible in
the sense that

r00

P(a)no(a)da = no(O).

The above condition is called the compatibility condition, and is not, in general,
required of the initial age distribution.
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3. The nonlinear age-structured population model

We now extend our model (2.1) to become nonlinear:

-^- + ^- = -/xn(l + kN), t,a>0, (3.1)
o/ da

with renewal condition

n(O,t)=pf n(a,t)da, (3.2)
Jo

where we have assumed, for simplicity, that /J and \x are independent of age, and
initial age distribution

n(a, 0) = no(a). (3.3)

The assumption of constant birth rate and the specific non-age-dependence of the
death rate is made so that the existence (under certain conditions) of a supercritical
bifurcation can be obtained analytically. Also the nature of the watershed for the
subcritical bifurcation (when it exists) can be easily quantified. The model here is
genuinely age-structured as seen by the solution given below (see (4.4)) where the
steady-age distribution is non-constant (see (5.5)).

We also define the total population at time t introduced in (3.1) to be

f°°
N(t)= / n(a,t)da. (3.4)

The factor (1+kN) on the right-hand side of (3.1) contributes to limiting effects which
may be due to overcrowding effects and lack of resources. As such it is not dependent
on a "local age group" but on the whole population. The parameter it can either be
positive or negative. The former case (k > 0) is the most familiar: "over-crowding",
the effects of increased disease, competition etc. causing an increased death rate. The
latter case (k < 0) is less familiar in practice, but does arise in less sophisticated
population cohorts, where predation rates etc. decrease with population size N.

4. The solutions of the nonlinear age-structured model

The solutions of our model for a general arbitrary function no(a) may be found by
taking the Laplace transform in a for n(a, t), which is given by

/•OO

n(p,t)= / e-pan(a, t)da.
Jo
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Then our model becomes

dn
— +ph- n(0, 0 = -M«d + kN(t)).
at

But by (3.2) and (3.4), we have n(0, t) = f!N(t). Hence we have to solve the equation

^• + \p+IJ. + IJ.kN(t)]h = pN«), (4.1)
at

with initial condition h(j>, 0) = ho(p).
Therefore we find n(p, t) to be

n(p,r) = Wexpi-pt - fit - fik N(s)ds),

where W = 0 /„' N{r)ePr+^k!o N^dsdr + ho(p).
The population density can then be found by inverting the above equation. We thus

obtain

n(a, t) = pe-^e-^'-^^Nit - a)H(t - a)

+ no(a - t)H(a - t)e-»
kf°N(s)ds, (4.2)

where H is the Heaviside (unit step) function.
Equation (4.2) satisfies the equation n(0, t) = flN(t) trivially. From (3.4) we have

that

N(t)= I n(a,t)da= I n(a,t)da+ I n(a,t)da.
Jo Jo Ji

Therefore substituting (4.2) into the above equation and evaluating the integrals, we
obtain the total population N(t):

N() = (I - n)N0

[0-H- fikN0]e^-^' + fikN0

such that f™ no(a — t)da = Jo°° no(r) dr = No, where N (0) = No is the total number
of individuals alive at t = 0.

It is possible to substitute (4.3) into the solution (4.2) to get

—, t > a

-r, r < a.(fi-li- t*kN0) +

Of course, we could obtain (2.1) by solving the integrated form of (3.1); but we could
not obtain n(a, t) this way, nor fully investigate the dependence of the stability of any
s.a.d. on the initial condition no(a), which we discuss in the next section.
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5. The steady age distribution and its stability

For our simple model described in Section 3, we are particularly interested in the
long-term behaviour or steady age distribution (s.a.d.). As such, before we begin our
investigation, we assume that there exists a critical value C, say Ccr. This is said to
represent the edge of the stable manifold of ns(a) = 0.

Let us first define an equilibrium solution to (3.1)—(3.3), n(a, t) -> ns(a), that is
independent of time. The function ns(a) is the s.a.d.

An equilibrium solution will satisfy the equation

-p. =-pn,a + kN.)
da

and the renewal condition from (3.2) is then simplified to become

n,(0)=P I ns(a)da = pNs,
Jo

where ns(0) is the (constant) birth rate at equilibrium. The solution of the above
equation then becomes

ns(a) = L exp[-A*fl(l + *#,)], (5.1)

where ns(0) = L.
Substituting (5.1) into the renewal condition, we obtain

We denote this as R(0), representing the expected number of offspring produced in a
lifetime by an individual in the absence of disease and set it equal to 1. Equation (5.2)
is required for the existence of an s.a.d. and only then can this case be examined
further. (This is particularly useful in determining the stability and will be discussed
in Section 6.)

Rearranging (5.1) we have

f^± (5.3)

From (3.4), the total population is Ns — /0°° ns(a)da. Substituting (5.1) into the
above equation gives

N =
s kNs)
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To find the value for the arbitrary constant L, we substitute (5.3) into this expression
to give

2\
= M(tf + kN2) = ML = n(Nr + kN?) = ix | —-p- + k

fik

Simplifying further, we have

L = ™^1. (5.4)
fik

Combining (4.4), (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain

P(P - n) _. 0 - &
ns(a) = e p" and Ns = — . (5.5)

fik ixk

This is the equation of the non-trivial s.a.d. for our model.

6. General discussion on the stability of the steady-state distribution

We shall consider the simplest and most common notion of (Lyapunov) stability for
differential equation systems. Our approach will be the standard method of linearising
the model about a solution (usually an equilibrium) whose stability or instability is
of interest. We have denoted the equilibrium solution to be ns(a). This method of
course yields stability results which are in general only local near the solution being
considered. Although such local stability results are sometimes criticised as being
too restrictive and inappropriate in general for the study of what should be a broader
concept of 'ecological stability', we will justify this approach by saying that such a
study contributes at least a first step towards understanding the qualitative nature of
the models considered here. Further, the outcome should reflect the global results,
which we obtain in full later.

Let us first of all assume that the solution to our model is of the form

) . (6.1)

Substituting this into (3.1) and linearising the resulting equations about u = 0 gives

du du f°°
— + — = -fj.kns(a) / u(a, t) da. (6.2)
dt da Jo

We try a solution of the form u(a, t) = g(a)eu, where A. is a constant. Substituting
this into (6.1) and simplifying gives

r°°
g'(a) = - (AI + k)g(a) - ixkns(a) / g(a) da.

Jo
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Solving this and using the renewal equation which is now

[ g(a)da, (6.3)
o

we get

g(a) = A («-<"+»« - y r e-^+w"-b)ns(b)db\ ,

where g(0) = A is a constant. Putting this last expression in the renewal condition
(6.3) we get, for A ^ 0,

1 = R(X) = —^ ii I I e-(ll+ma-b)ns(b)dbda. (6.4)
H + * Jo Jo

The equation of this form is often known as the characteristic equation. This type
of equation was first discovered by Lotka [6]. Here the birth rate f} and death rate
parameter n are taken to be constants. The right-hand side of (6.4) is a strictly
decreasing function of X which assumes all values in (—oo, oo). In this case, (6.4)
has a unique real solution A.* and for this choice of A.*, (6.4) describes the stability of
the s.a.d. for all values of A or g(0) depending upon the sign of X*. Substituting the
two expressions for ns(a) into (6.4) will determine the local stability of these s.a.d.'s.
However, this is more easily determined by the exact solution in (4.4) for ns(a) ^ 0.

7. The analysis of the stability of the s.a.d.'s

In Section 4, we have found the expression for the total population to be given
by (4.3). We also found the expression for n(a, t) in (4.4). Let us now look at the
stability of the s.a.d. of our model at the following intervals

(A) the trivial solution (TV (r) ^ 0),
(B) the two non-trivial branches. The two branches are:

• when fi > IJ. and k > 0 and
• when fi < fj. and k < 0.

Case A. For the trivial solution, first of all we have that (5.2) takes the form
R(0) = 1 = p/n and (6.4) takes the form /?(0) = 0/(/x + X).

However, R(X) is a decreasing function of X, so that if R(0) < 1 we have X < 0
and the trivial solution is asymptotically stable. For fi > ii, in contrast we have A. > 0
and the trivial solution is unstable.

Case B. (i) If ft > ii and k > 0, then the term in the denominator of (4.3) which
dominates at large t is /xkNo so that N(r) —*• (/} — ix)j\ik. This means that on
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N,

stable

globally attracting
(asymptotically stable)

* •

unstable

FIGURE 1. The sketch of the bifurcation diagram Ns against p when k > 0.

N(t)

global attractor

t

FIGURE 2. The population-time graph (transient diagram) when fi > ii and k > 0 showing the global
attractor.
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this branch, N(t) will always tend to the value (P — ix)/fxk. This expression is
said to be the global attractor and means that the total population is asymptotically
stable and does not depend on the total population size. This is a robust outcome.
The bifurcation diagram (Figure 1) and transient diagram (Figure 2) still apply for
this problem. Clearly (4.4) shows that ns(a) is also globally asymptotically stable
independent of no(a).

(ii) For f! < ix and k < 0, (4.3) can be simplified to

N(t) =

We shall now consider the following cases in conjunction with the above equation.
Case 1. N(t) -> 0 as / -» oo (that is, when No is sufficiently small); for N(t) -> 0,

we need the denominator to tend to infinity. When t -> K then e{ti~fi)l -> +K, but
its sign is determined by k. For it to be positive we require

Therefore we obtain the critical value for the initial total population, N0,a given by

NQ cr = ^ - ^ , that is, if No < NOa, N (t) -+ 0.
fik

(Remember k > 0 and /x > /* in this case.)
Case 2. There exists t* such that N(t) -*• oo as / -> t* for large No\ in this case

we need the denominator to be zero at t = r*,

i
fi-P

or
IxkNo

fx-0 [ii-p + fxkNo

From B (ii) this implies that at this branch, if we start with a total population N(t)
below the critical value NOiCt = (f} — fA,)/(x,K, the population will die out and if we start
with a value of N(t) above this critical value then the population will explode, that is,
N(t) becomes unbounded at t = t*. This implies that there is a watershed effect at
No.cr- Thus it is unstable (see Figure 3). The population-time graph is represented by
Figure 4.

We note that the watershed condition for Af0 = N^a is independent of the shape
of the initial conditions. This sometimes occurs when there are multiple non-trivial
steady states.
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k < 0 (unstable)

k watershed

y

k > 0 / (asymptotically stable)

asymptotically
stable

unstable

FIGURE 3. The sketch of the bifurcation diagram Ns against f) when k < 0 showing the watershed at the
point (/? - /

Super-critical

N(t)

P-n Knife-edge

Subcritical

t* t

FIGURE 4. The population-time graph (transient diagram) for the case fi < n and k < 0.
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8. Conclusions

We have considered an age-structured population model which includes the effect
of overcrowding or limitation of resources affecting the whole population instead of
a specific age group only. This is expected to provide a better correlation with real
biological situations especially for more highly structured animal populations and
better still if we encounter the effect of overcrowding and limitation of resources.
Together with the study of a steady age-distribution (s.a.d.) and its stability, we have a
better understanding of the long-term behaviour of these solutions. We conclude that
there exists a watershed corresponding to an instability if the birth rate is less than the
death rate. If the death rate density dependent parameter k is less than zero, there is a
critical value of the initial population. This threshold does not depend on the shape of
no(a), only on the total value over all ages, No. This contrasts with what happens in
diffusion models. On the other hand, when the birth rate is greater than the death rate
there is a global attraction towards the steady-state or survival population.

The next task is to extend this analysis to the even more realistic case of age-
dependent birth and death processes. Under quite robust and realistic scenarios it is
conjectured that the outcomes will be similar.
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